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ABSTRACT

HAPTIC AND TACTILE PERCEPTION

With this demonstration we want to introduce the prototype
of a toolkit for the development of haptic interfaces based
on control dials. It helps designers and developers to include a haptic feedback in the development-process, so a
coherent interplay of all addressed senses of the interface
could be achieved. The toolkit is based upon a electromagnetic brake to generate the dynamic haptic feedback. Furthermore it contains a range of different rotary knobs which
diversify in size and weight and a simple to use software
for designing and embedding a menu bounded haptic feedback.

The haptic perception delivers items of information about
influences of ones own actions and can be separated in two
groups, the kinaesthetic and the tactile perception. We focused on the dynamic and specific generation of an interference-free force feedback [5]. However the tactile percep tion of the controller is also important, because it allows the
assessment of qualitative factors [6]. The introduced toolkit
offers a wide spectrum for the precise manipulation of both,
the kinaesthetic and the tactile parameters.
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HAPTIC FEEDBACK

The actuator-box is based on a high-resolution magnetic
encoder (AS5045) with 4096 steps per revolution [7]. The
encoder captures the rotation of the operating element for
further processing. The haptic force-feedback is generated
by an electromagnetic brake as it is used in rc-models [8].
At this stage of development the signal processing is made
by an atmega 168 on an arduino [9] development board.

INTRODUCTION

The audio and visual information overload of current
MMIs leads to the approach of using the haptic channel for
displaying data. The simultaneous percipience of action and
reaction allows a quick and precise interaction [1][2]. Within the framework of the research project “haptICS“ [3] basic principles and technologies have been developed for a
novel cockpit system using haptic interaction- and communication controls. We came up with the assumption that a
complete simulation of realistic haptic material properties
is not mandatory necessary for the communication process.
A sensible abstraction of the perceptions on a few consistent key stimuli can lead to a much quicker and more unequivocal mediation of information. For testing this
concept we used, among other input devices, a rotary knob.
It is a simple and easy to control device. However most of
the programmable rotary knobs are a combination of a motor and an encoder. According to Reisinger et al. [4] humans rather perceive the work of an interaction. This insight has led us to a new design which uses a high definition brake. The good results of this prototype encouraged
us to build a simpler, smaller and therefore mobile version,
which could enhance the workflow of designing novel interfaces, especially on-site.
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Figure 1: Basic setup

The shape, length, strength and quantity of the individual
brake-points can be modified dynamically by the actuatorbox. The software allows the user to design own effects or
choose precasted effects out of an permanently expanding
effect-library. This enables a constant adaption of the haptic
behavior during the (multimodal-) interaction design process.
TACTILE FEEDBACK:

To offer the possibility of designing tactile characteristics,
the box is designed for a rapid change of the operating elements. Twelve aluminum knobs which diversify in size
from 10 mm up to 60 mm give a general idea of possible

implementations. The variations of size are chosen, because
the size immediately affects the perception of the simulated
force progression due to its leverage and rotation speed.

Figure 2: Actuators and assortment of knobs

A further comparable property is the knob-weight. This
property affects the simulation through its torque and inertia. A row of weight variations are still under construction
at this time. The enormous change possibilities of the knob
– such as shape, material, surface, thermodynamics, manufacturing, and so on - and the accompanying tactile characteristics make it hard to offer a comprehensive diversity.
Therefore we decided to simplify the embedding of customized creations. For this purpose the Toolkit contains
two adjusted adapters.
USAGE

The dynamic control dial can be used as a haptic sample for
the development of mechanical interface appliances, as
well as an in-/output device of interfaces with an dynamic
haptic feedback. The combination of a visual and a haptical
interface enables the shifting of operational informations to
the haptic perception. This discharges the visual perception
and benefits the workflow while using the interface. To allow a usage in different positions, the actuator-box is
equipped with a suction cup. Through this, situations with
different ergonomic conditions could be experienced. The
compact size of the toolbox makes it highly suitable for a
mobile on-site use.

CONCLUSION

The usage of a lowcost rc-brake-system contains some restrictions for a precise simulation of real mechanics. Such
as the limitation of strength, which makes the simulation of
stiff walls very difficult. This problem could be solved by
using a high fidelity brake-system, like magneto-rheological or eddy-current brakes but with a considerable amount of
additional costs, a bigger size and an increased complexity
for the setup.[10]
Unlike a motor setup, the usage of a brake-system restricts
the haptic feedback to an excluded force feedback. This
means, the system is just able to counteract and damp the
forces of the user and cannot produce own activity. A rubber-like characteristic is therefore not simulatable in a realistic manner. Despite all the mentioned restrictions, the introduced system offers excellent possibilities for the development of haptic aided interfaces. Through its simlicity in
handling, small size and flexibility it satisfies the requirements of interfacedesign. For this assignement the exploration and comparison of different haptic feedback samples is
far more important than the simulation of real mechanics.
With this demonstration we want to give a brief insight in
the versatile possibilities of this toolkit. The conference attendees will get the chance to use the toolkit with different
visual/haptical applications.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the preliminary effect-library-prototype.
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